UMA Analytics Wireframe
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UMA lets an individual control the authorization of data sharing and service access made between online services on the individual's behalf.
CopMonkey protects your data
an UMA sample AM

Personal Information

- # of host
  - 5
  - 4
  - 3
  - 2
  - 1
- Type of information
  - Locational
  - Biological
  - Transactional
  - Vocational
  - Biographical

Privacy Exposure

- Low
- High

Most accessed host

- Unseen Uni 50%
- High School 13%
- Financial Risk 12%
- UniBank corp 25%

World Privacy regulations

- Click to enlarge view

Pending consent request

Contracts expiring

Time to share

Violation notification
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Biographical information relationship
Transactional information relationship
User Privacy Exposure

Personal information
  - Level of sensitivity
    - Personal classification
      - UMA Classification
        - Recommended value

Requestor
  - Reputation
    - Black list evaluation
  - CPRF
    - Privacy Regulation

Contract
  - Type of
    - UMA Classification
      - Recommended value
      - limited storing 1
      - processing 2
      - publishing 3

Policy
  - Consent
    - Online Yes/No
  - Expiring
    - Online Yes/No

CPRF: Country Privacy Risk Factor
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